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ABSTRACT
When tropical cyclone Winston hit Fiji on 20 February 2016, it became the strongest storm recorded in the southern hemisphere and the second strongest storm ever recorded in the world. Forty-four people died as a result of the superstorm, and the ongoing governmental recovery plans have estimated nearly three billion Fijian dollars (£1.1 billion) in damages. Fijian Prime Minister Frank Bainimarama, in a national address following Winston, stated ‘almost no part of our nation has been left unscarred’. This paper explores the adaptation measures for extreme weather and climate change in Fiji following Winston, as well as the author’s experiences both as a survivor of Winston and as a volunteer aid-relief worker living in Suva, the Fijian capital, at the time of the superstorm. Notably, Winston struck 5 days after Fiji became the first nation to ratify the United Nations Climate deal agreed to by 195 nations in Paris in December 2015. Many Pacific island nations have played a vital role in leading the global dialogue on climate change. In the lead up to the Paris summit, Prime Minister Bainimarama, stressed that ‘unless the world acts decisively in the coming weeks to begin addressing the greatest challenge of our age, then the Pacific, as we know it, is doomed.’ This is undoubtedly true and a global response is desperately needed, but equally true is the importance for such a reaction to be a cultural and faith-integrated process across multiple scales, ranging from village and community to regional, in scope. One critical aspect of extreme weather and climate change response in the Pacific is migration. However, the impacts of migration include organizing, adaptation and urban poverty, a further source of vulnerability. Consequently, human mobility in response to extreme weather and climate change is far more complex than originally addressed and is deserving of deeper consideration.
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1 TROPICAL CYCLONE WINSTON

In the flickering candlelight I stare at the ceiling and wonder if the roof will peel away in the incredible winds of tropical cyclone Winston. On this particular Saturday night in Suva, the Fijian capital, the tall palm trees in the backyard crash to the ground in the devastating winds and it feels as if the world is attempting to invert itself, as Winston generates gusts of wind recorded at 200 mph and average wind speeds of 143 mph [1].

Winston was a Category 5 superstorm of unprecedented strength and destruction. Dozens of people were killed, buildings were stripped to their foundations and towns reduced to rubble, leaving many in abject poverty.

For months after Winston, families struggled to procure basic necessities, such as food and clean drinking water for their children [2]. My own neighbourhood of Suva Point was without electricity for one week after Winston. This situation was nothing when compared to rural communities which faced far worse difficulties, going weeks and months without electricity and running water [3]. Consider too, that at the time of this publication, more than one year after the event, some are still housed in tents [4]. It is clear that this is the beginning of what is to come for the Pacific.
RISING TIDES IN A CHANGING CLIMATE

Globally, more than 600 million people, or 8.6% of the world’s population, live in coastal zones (zero to ten metres elevation) which comprises only 2% of the world’s land area. Of these 600 million people more than half, ~ 360 million, live in urban centres. This amounts to 13% of the world’s urban population living in the highest risk zones of sea-level rise [6].

Pacific Islands Countries and Territories (PICTs), especially the low-lying atoll nations, are presently experiencing the adverse effects of human-induced climate change. PICTs and their urban centres are vulnerable to extreme weather events, such as Winston. The dense urban and economic centres of PICTs are located in coastal zones and are furthermore vulnerable to rising sea levels and other extreme events. Beyond tropical cyclones, these events include floods, tidal surges, droughts and landslides. Sea-level rise is commonly misunderstood as being a uniform process. However, it is a far more complex process caused by various factors, such as the formation of the earth’s crust. Additionally, ocean temperature and salinity reflect regional variability, as well as the gravitational and rotational changes driven by the ice-ocean mass exchange [7–9]. Ultimately, this results in uneven rise and fall in overall sea-level rise, with some areas experiencing an amplified rise, especially in the equatorial region [10].

While these processes have occurred for millennia, humans have affected sea-level rise directly by way of manipulation of ground and surface water flows and indirectly through greenhouse gas emissions that increase global temperatures [11]. These warmer temperatures impact the mass and volume of seawater through increased terrestrial ice melt and warmed ocean temperatures, both of which compound rising global sea-levels.

STAYING AFLOAT IN FIJI’S ECONOMY

Winston severely affected the lives and livelihoods of 540,000 Fijians or 62% of the population of the island nation. An estimated 30,369 houses or 22% of households were destroyed...
or damaged, forcing some 131,000 people into temporary shelter. Further destruction of infrastructure included damage to 495 schools and 88 health facilities [12].

The estimated damage from the cyclone was £1.14 billion or nearly three billion Fijian dollars, roughly 31% of the gross domestic product (GDP). With such an extensive loss and the Fijian economy being based primarily on agriculture and tourism, it was unsurprising that the Fijian government issued a month-long state of emergency [13]. Early economic assessments indicated that agriculture (especially sugar that comprised one-third of industry activities) was seriously impacted [6]. Fiji Sugar Corporation Chairman, Abdul Khan, specified ‘Our all up losses in the sugar cane industry add up to 163.35 million Fijian dollars. The loss of workers’ livelihoods is 53.3 million Fijian dollars’ [14]. Unsurprisingly, the tourism industry suffered high cancellation rates of 30%–40% immediately following Winston [15]. However, with recovery and reconstruction activities ongoing and the Government prioritising spending to address the emergency needs, the Fijian economy is anticipated to grow by 3.6% in 2017 and by 3.2% in 2018 [12].

National statistics indicate that 31% of Fiji’s population lived below the poverty line prior to the devastating effects of Winston [16]. However, in urban areas, such as Suva, the statistics reflect a drop to 19% of the population, when compared with 43% in rural areas living below the poverty line. Yet, the statistics belie a more complex reality. I argue that indigenous Fijian or I Taukei lifeways be contemplated and reflected upon when seeking to understand poverty in Fiji pre- and post-Winston. Traditionally, Fijian land is held communally and all members of a village have access to support, and feed themselves from various horticultural and maritime practices. This more nuanced consideration can be summed up by Papuan New Guinean writer Martyn Namorong [17] as he discusses traditional Melanesian life and ideas of poverty: ‘The environment was the source of their physical, spiritual and intellectual nourishment. While individuals had certain property rights, such as the ownership of personal artifacts of value, the land was owned communally... Is it poverty, if a rural [man] only wears astanget and does not own a laptop?... How do you define poverty and wealth in this present time when Melanesians live in two realities? We live in the reality of our ancestral land and in the reality of the modern State that exists on that land’.

Figure 2: The remains of a family home and bathroom on Qoma Island. Image courtesy of Rowan Gard.
Statistics indicate that although there are higher rates of poverty in rural areas, those communities are generally better placed to support themselves through traditional subsistence practices. Urban poverty is a pressing concern as individuals and families living in urban centres often lack the means to support themselves. Contributing to this are multiple factors, such as lack of education and skills training, and the harsh fact that 65% of those in full-time employment in Fiji are earning wages below the basic needs poverty line [18]. Subsequently, the international aid community’s understanding and forward movement especially around climate change-related economic and mobility policies must take into account the pressing reality of PICT contemporary urban life, such as in Fiji.

4 AFTER THE STORM—ON THE GROUND RESPONSE

In the days and weeks following Winston, I volunteered with Fiji Red Cross and also joined a dozen colleagues at the University of the South Pacific (USP) in gathering and purchasing relief supplies for the fishing community on Qoma Island located northeast of Suva. The island was especially heavily hit and as we arrived via motor boat I stared at the palm trees, their fronds looked to be permanently bent, as if they were experiencing the catastrophe still.

After we had unloaded the relief supplies from the boats, which ranged drastically from freshly baked bread, to plastic sheeting, to a football for the children to play with, we were formally greeted by the village leaders on the concrete foundation slab that had once served as a community gathering space and village hall. We sat in a large circle and were invited to partake in a kava ceremony. Kava, also known as yaqona in Fiji, is a mild narcotic beverage known for its calming effects and is made from combining the root of a shrub, *Piper methysticum*, with water; kava is used in a range of political, religious and social ceremonies throughout the Pacific. I noted that even the large kava bowl had been damaged with one leg broken off and was propped up with a plastic cup.

Following our formal greeting, I wandered the community in a state of emotional numbness and spoke with the villagers and listened to their Winston or ‘the big monster’ survival stories. It was clear that the devastation was near-total on Qoma. Many homes and buildings had been stripped to concrete slabs, while other buildings, such as the Methodist Church, which had been the largest building on the island, had a roof that had collapsed and was unsafe to enter. As I surveyed the damage, I was especially touched by the story of one family that had sheltered together in the bathroom, which had partial concrete walls and thus was stronger than the rest of their home. As I spoke with the middle-aged father he shared with me that ‘God kept us safe; he is always with us’ and it was the love of his family that had enabled him to face the future. Drawing upon faith and family, he was already in the process of rebuilding his family’s former home.

After we had spent the afternoon on Qoma, my USP colleagues and I piled back into the boats we arrived in for the short ride back to Viti Levu. On the drive back to Suva, we discussed ways in which the villagers on Qoma, and all of Fiji, could be made more resilient for future extreme weather events. In a previous fieldwork on Qoma, one colleague had encouraged the villagers to plant mangroves, as a means of stabilising their shoreline. Indeed, much of their shoreline was in far better shape than their neighbours, though the villagers’ commercial seaweed gardens had been destroyed. They asked for assistance in securing more seaweed starters to replant their aqua gardens, as well as seeds for their terrestrial gardens.

The need to literally rebuild and replant is a powerful one for those who live through the trauma of an extreme weather event, and the need to positively plan for the future is vital. It occurred to me how markedly different sharing seeds and plant starts with a community was
when compared to more traditional Western aid deployment, which often provided multiple rounds of canned Western food items for immediate consumption. This also reminded me of an observation my colleague Lucie Hazelgrove-Planel, who survived tropical cyclone Pam in Vanuatu noted: ‘Does the food aid package as a whole unintentionally include a concept of adaptation to climate change which promotes a Western diet, lifestyle and economy?’ [19]. The deeper connotations of this insight are well worth considering as Fiji continues reconstruction and future resiliency measures.

In a more immediate sense, help that comes as standard international aid isn’t always necessarily helpful. As was expanded upon by Fe’iloakitau Kaho Tevi [20], a survivor of tropical cyclones Pam and Winston, and a political analyst based in Port Vila, Vanuatu: ‘When a disaster happens…they send second hand clothes, they send electrical kitchen appliances to places that don’t have electricity. They send high heels, to people who get them and don’t have anything to do with them. After the disaster in both Vanuatu and Fiji there was food past its use by date that came. These gifts sit in containers on wharves, and we are not too sure what to do with them. Sometimes we have to sell the clothes, to get some money for the things we need”.

In the days and weeks following Winston there were further issues around organising and deployment of relief assets. When speaking with friends, colleagues and community members working in relief deployment, there was more than one account shared of Fijian military personnel consuming and selling supplies intended for Winston victims. It was also known that representatives of the Fijian government had distributed faulty information associated with the national declaration of emergency and aid request, specifically some of the banking account numbers for donations had been altered so that funds were being syphoned into third-party accounts. Though this information is anecdotal, I do not doubt it. Some of these corruption charges were briefly acknowledged by the Fiji Independent Commission Against Corruption (FICAC) and the National Disaster Management Office (NDMO) in a press release in March [21]. In relation to this, it is a significant fact that the freedom of the academic and artistic communities as well as the press around issues of investigative journalism and critiques of the government in Fiji remain suppressed by censorship and full blackouts [22], as was the case in the 2014 elections [23]. There is little wonder then that I observed those seeking assistance beyond their own families and trusted community members, to be most comfortable going to their local churches, parishes and faith-based organisations.

5 THE BUOYANCY OF FAITH – THE ROLE OF FAITH-BASED ORGANISATIONS IN HUMANITARIAN AID

In the past, religion as well as the role of faith-based organisations (FBOs) have often been ignored by those involved with humanitarian aid and development. Sociologist Kurt Alan ver Beek [24] even went so far as to call it ‘a development taboo’ after completing a study that explored the void of research on the roles of religious organisations in development. However, in the past 20 years that stigma has lessened, and now the academic community and the wider international aid community have taken a ‘religious turn’ of sorts exploring in greater depth the role FBOs play in humanitarian aid [25].

Though FBOs have a long history of humanitarian work, ranging from Christian hospitals to Hindu meal programmes, a recent proliferation in religious charities, NGOs and other associations have flourished. Importantly, the World Bank has estimated that as high as 50% of all health and educational services globally are provided by FBOs [26] and further evidence for the growth of FBOs can be found in the dramatic increase in US government
funding from 2001 to 2005, where in that time period an increase of 10.5% to 19.9% occurred [26]. The World Bank’s 2000 study entitled *Voices of the Poor* concluded that many people in lower socioeconomic conditions demonstrated more confidence in religious organisations than other secular, governmental or military governing bodies [27].

Presently, there are some 33,500 international NGOs in the world with 3,183 being granted consultative status with the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) in the United Nations (UN) [28]. Embedded within Article 71, Chapter X of the UN’s Charter, authority is given to ‘make suitable arrangements for consultation with non-governmental organizations which are concerned with matters within its competence’ [29]. This is advantageous as many FBOs often have deeper histories than other NGOs, which can in turn strengthen their connections with local communities. In times of crises, FBOs are able to build on established foundations of trust and expedite response in emergency situations. I observed this first-hand while in Fiji, in particular whilst engaging with the congregation of Saint Luke’s Anglican Church and the aid they provided to the wider community following Winston. However, it should be noted that past relationships and pre-established sympathies might impact the FBOs’ abilities to engage with the wider community in an unbiased and unpolitical manner given the competitive dynamics of religious organisations in some communities [30]. Nevertheless, an increased integration of FBOs at all levels of response to extreme weather and climate change may prove advantageous, as they have much to offer the communities in which they are embedded, as well as the wider humanitarian community.

6 STRINGS ATTACHED – THE POLITICS OF HUMANITARIAN AID

The international response to Cyclone Winston was significant not just from the pressing humanitarian relief aspect, but also the political influence exerted by various nations vying for Fiji’s affections. Australia committed $35 million dollars as assistance to recovery, including supplies and health services to over 200,000 people. The HMAS *Canberra* and over 1,000 Australian Defence Force and humanitarian personnel were deployed with 341 tonnes of relief supplies; including 30,000 litres of drinking water; 10,000 hygiene kits; and 7,000 shelter kits; as well as undertaking repairs to seven primary schools, two medical centres and one secondary school [31].

Australia’s Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), with the support of Foreign Minister Julie Bishop, have committed to supporting Fiji in a long-term recovery plan. Australia has prominently highlighted their humanitarian efforts with a spokesperson noting ‘Australia has a longstanding friendship with Fiji and we acted swiftly to support the Fiji Government response to the devastation of Tropical Cyclone Winston. Australia remains the largest donor to the response effort and we will continue to be there for the long-haul to help Fiji recover’ [32].

Political tensions following the Fijian coups in 2000, and again in 2006, and the slow governmental response to restoring democracy, have led to a strained relationship with the governments of Australia and New Zealand. In 2014, Australia lifted the last restrictions on the Fijian government. Fiji was also reinstated in 2014 into both the Commonwealth and Pacific Island Forum. These shifts likely enabled Australia and New Zealand to provide substantial aid following Winston and politically re-engage with the Fijian government after an approximate 15-year gap. Further, the New Zealand Prime Minister John Key, described the aid thus: ‘New Zealand’s response to Cyclone Winston is shaping up to be our largest humanitarian response in the Pacific’ [33]. Although disheartening it may be to consider the political opportunities natural disasters yield, especially with an eye to the future of climate
change in the Pacific, the international aid Fiji received following Winston is deserving of critical consideration.

Shortly after my arrival in Fiji in January of 2016, 20 shipping containers containing weapons arrived in the Port of Suva from Russia. It seemed likely that this shipment was intended for use by Fijian peacekeeping forces, given that 45 Fijian UN peacekeepers were captured by the al-Nusra Front in Syria in 2014 [34]. It has been suggested that the peacekeepers’ capture was partially related to obsolete military equipment and technology [35]. The recent donation of arms to Fiji from Russia likely was noted by the international community, as it may well signify a greater geopolitical realignment by Fiji. Significantly, while still operating under coup sanctions by the international community, the Prime Minister Bainimarama fostered a ‘Look North’ political mind-set within Fiji and turned to other nations, such as Russia and China, less concerned with the state of democracy and human rights in Fiji. Political commentators have also noted that Russia is currently using ‘chequebook diplomacy’ in the Pacific. For example, in 2008, Nauru, Vanuatu and Tuvalu recognised Georgia, Abkhazia and South Ossetia following a Russian invasion and border reconfiguring, following international aid support from Russia [35]. And again in 2014, these PICTs along with Fiji and Tonga, recognised the annexation of Crimea [35].

While Australia and New Zealand continue to dominate aid relief in the South Pacific, Russia and China’s continuing contributions are notably expanding. While discussing the Fijian economy one afternoon, a Fijian friend referred to the foreign powers presence in the islands as ‘sharks in the water.’ Consequently, the symbolic significance of aid warrants attention, especially as it reflects blood in the water and the evolving global political multipolarity and regional power potentially in flux.

7 BUILDING A BETTER TOMORROW – UNDERSTANDING MOBILITY AND INCOME DIVERSIFICATION

In an increasingly warming world frequently cited figures estimate that by 2050 the number of people forced to move primarily because of climate change will range between 200 million [36] and 1 billion [37]. Much of the literature to date on mobility in response to environmental degradation often assumes that migrants are a monolithic group making similar responses to environmental crises and moving to international destinations as yet unknown. This assumption is out of step with a more nuanced view of migration; a view in which migration is a vital adaptive strategy in response to environmental and socioeconomic mutability. If we are to work towards a more comprehensive view of mobility and migration, then understanding the duration, destination and composition of migration flows is essential for achieving a deeper knowledge of their impact on both origin and destination communities, as well as ways in which policy can successfully support individuals and communities on the move [38, 39].

Extreme weather events force people to leave their homes as they are no longer habitable. Yet, we know that most displaced people return to their homes as soon as possible, seeking to literally rebuild their lives [40–43]. Increasing levels of mobility in response to extreme weather events are likely, though the mobility may be cyclical in nature. For example, many Fijian colleagues who lived in Suva returned to their home villages following Winston to assist in the rebuilding of rural communities with familial connections. However, within weeks of Winston, many Fijians returned to the altered normality of a post-Winston world within their respective rural or urban spheres. Ultimately, mobility is a part of the solution to climate change and extreme weather events, not the problem.
Assumptions are often put forward that transnational migration is the major form of migration, when this is simply not true. Consider that in numerous conversations with Fijian friends, colleagues, relief workers and community members not a single person mentioned emigrating after Winston, even in lengthy discussions on climate change and the bleak future many PICTs faced with regard to increasing extreme weather events and rising sea level. Although, it should be noted that Fiji does have advantageous highland topography when compared with other lower-lying PICTs. However, contradictory perspectives put forward by American and European politicians around concerns of migrants from low-income nations arriving on wealthy shores in ‘swarm(s)’ [44] is oversimplified and incomplete, not to mention based on xenophobia and racism [45], especially when it comes to issues of environmental change [38]. In my experience, few Pacific Islanders wish to leave their island homes. Adaptation to limited-range and cyclical mobility within national boundaries reduces the necessity to move great distances away from impacted zones and enables those affected by extreme weather disruptions to return more quickly to their homes and communities.

According to the International Institute for Environment and Development ‘There is growing evidence suggesting that mobility, in conjunction with income diversification, is an important strategy to reduce vulnerability to environmental and non-environmental risks—including economic shocks and social marginalization’ [38]. Development and policy that support mobility and differentiates the variability within migration, is an important step forward. For example, the European Union (EU)-funded Pacific Climate Change and Migration (PCCM) project, in partnership with the International Labour Organisation (ILO) and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has been recently implemented by the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP), and is positively supporting PICTs such as Kiribati, Nauru and Tuvalu, which are subject to future sea inundation [46]. The primary goals of the PCCM which commenced in 2014 are two-fold, (1) ‘To increase protection of individuals and communities that are vulnerable to climate change displacement and migration through targeted national and regional policies; and (2) To increase labour mobility opportunities for Pacific Islanders, through well-managed labour migrations schemes’ [46]. The former President of Kiribati, Anote Tong, speaking in regards to the realities of slow-onset climate change and the PCCM project noted: ‘We are providing options for those that want to migrate now as a matter of choice, to do so as worthwhile citizens. We are providing training [and] up-skilling so that they can apply to different countries to seek migration status on merit’ [47].

Attempting to predict human actions and agency in the advent of climate change and extreme weather events is tremendously challenging. It can be useful to extrapolate migration patterns from previous natural disasters, as a means of making analogous parallels. Studies [48–50] of migration patterns within wealthier, social-networked and better-educated groups point to these groups remaining mostly unaffected by environmental degradation, while younger groups with fewer dependents and possessions are increasingly likely to permanently resettle in new areas than those with land ownership in the impacted zones. Although this should not be confused with impoverished groups who have limited ability to invest in migration and are therefore less likely to employ mobility as an adaptation strategy. For example, ‘Approximately 10,000 people across Kiribati, Nauru, and Tuvalu attempted to migrate between 2005 and 2015 but were unable to do so, primarily due to financial constraints’ [39]. For those too poor to migrate who are dealing with both short-term environmental degradation and slow-onset climate change the ability to survive will be determined by the accessibility to local opportunities for income diversification. Simultaneously,
those individuals and groups who are socioeconomically and politically marginalised will be least able to compete for the increasingly sought after resources and opportunities.

8 THE ANXIOUS EDGE OF NOW – CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE RESEARCH
The main purpose of this analysis was to give a first-hand account of the impacts of extreme weather in Fiji, the roles FBOs can play in community resiliency schemes, and to further elucidate the role of mobility within short- and long-term climate change situations. To that end, research that explores analogous parallels with the predicted impacts of climate change suggests that environmental degradation does not necessarily result in migration. Where mobility does occur, as with extreme weather events, it is often shorter in duration and distance, similar to what I experienced and observed in Fiji. My findings mirror the behaviour of previously researched episodes of drought in other regions of the world. However, in regards to slow onset climate change and rising sea levels, considerably less is known. The total PICTs populations required to move in the Pacific – most especially citizens of Kiribati, Nauru, Tuvalu and the Marshall Islands – will greatly depend on adaptation and resiliency initiatives and the support and planning of wider international strategies [39]. In the future, there is an opportunity to research in greater depth the correlations between environment, cyclical mobility and income diversification within national boundaries in the Pacific, as these types of trends and movement tend to go undocumented in national census data [38].

Finally, predicting the impact of climate change on population distribution and movement is fraught with difficulties. However, it seems unlikely that the political alarmist claims of a wave of millions of environmental refugees will occur. Further, a paradigm shift is need when understanding migration, as it is a part of the solution not the problem. Many migration management policies try to control the volume and types of population movement, when they would be wise in supporting more nuanced migration patterns that result from environmental degradation, economic growth or crisis, while simultaneously integrating appropriate cultural and faith precepts in an attempt to support individuals, families and communities on the move.
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